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ON ANALYTIC MAPPINGS OF A CERTAIN RIEMANN
SURFACE INTO ITSELF

BY YOSHIHISA KUBOTA

1. We shall be concerned with the study of analytic mappings of a Riemann
surface into itself. Heins [5] showed that every non-constant analytic mapping of
a Riemann surface of parabolic type with non-abelian fundamental group into itself
is univalent. In the present paper we shall establish a similar result in a case of
certain Riemann surfaces of hyperbolic type.

Let W be a Riemann surface of hyperbolic type, let <§>w(P, q) be the Green
function with a pole at qe W and let π be a projection mapping of the universal
covering surface W°° onto W. We take, as we may, W°° as {\z\ <!}. Then ®w(π(z), q)
has the angular limit 0 a.e,. on {|,ε|=l}. We denote by g the set of all points of
such kind on {|z|=l}. We say that two points Zι and z2 of f? are equivalent pro-
vided that there exists an element T(z) of © such that z2 = T(zι), where & denotes
the group of linear fractional transformations of {|z|<l} onto itself which leave π
invariant. This requirement defines an equivalence relation in fξ . We call an
equivalence class of this relation an ideal boundary point of W and call the set of
all points of g belonging to an ideal boundary point its image. Each ideal boundary
point belongs to a single ideal boundary component in the sense of Kerekjartό-
Stoilow. Namely, let eίθ be a point of the image of an ideal boundary point and
let λ: z=z(f) (0^£<1) be a curve in {|z|<l} such that \ιmMz(f)=eie and there exists
a positive number ε satisfying

eio-z(f)
πg ^Γ2-

Then π(z(t)) tends to a single ideal boundary component a as t— >1. This a is
independent of a choice of eiθ and λ. We denote by F the set of all ideal boundary
points of W. If the image 9ft of a subset M of F is measurable on {|z|=l}, we
say that M is measurable and call ωM(P)=ωm(π~l(P)} the harmonic measure of M
with respect to W, where 0)^(2) is the harmonic measure of 9ft with respect to

Let M be a subset of F of positive measure. According to Constantinescu-
Cornea [1], we say that M is HE- indivisible if, for any bounded harmonic function
u(p) on W, u(π(z)) has the same angular limit a.e. on the image 9ft of M.

Let {£J?Lι be an exhaustion of W satisfying: for each ι>, Ωv is relatively corn-
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pact, Ωv-ιdΩv, the relative boundary dΩv of Ωv consists of a finite number of regular
analytic closed Jordan curves pv,ι, •••, T^N^ and each component of W—ΩV is not
relatively compact. We assume that each curve γv,z divides W into two parts and
denote by GVtl the part which does not contain Ωv. Denote by /?„,« the part oί the
ideal boundary of W which belongs to G V f ΐ , and denote by BVti the set of all ideal
boundary points which belong to one of the ideal boundary components on βVtZ.

We shall consider a Riemann surface W having the following three properties:
(1) W contains n (l^n<oo) HE-indivisible sets on its ideal boundary, (2) for suf-
ficiently large v, each BVtί either consists of HE-indivisible sets or else contains no
^^-indivisible sets, (3) for sufficiently large v, there exist at least two BVt%, BVtJ of
positive measure.

We shall call such a Riemann surface an admitted surface. For instance, a
Riemann surface obtained by deleting a parametric disk from a Riemann surface,
belonging to the class OHB—OG, and a Riemann surface belonging to the class
OHBn—OHB with at least two ideal boundary components which contain HB-'mάi-
visible sets are admitted surfaces.

The purpose of this paper is to show that there exist only a finite number of
non-constant analytic mappings of an admitted surface into itself and they are
conformal automorphisms having finite periods.

2. Throughout this paper, we shall denote by W an admitted surface. Each
ffi?-indivisible set is contained in a single ideal boundary component save for a set
of measure zero [1]. Let αi, •••, am (l^m^ri) be ideal boundary components of W
containing at least one HB-indivisible set. By the property (2), each A (l^i^m),
the set of all ideal boundary points belonging to aίt consists of Hi //^-indivisible

sets Λf f , •••, M£<, Σ?=ι«i=» Let {Ωv}?ml be an exhaustion of W satisfying the
requirements stated in §1. In the sequel, we may assume that Blti (l^i^m)
consists of Λl and a set of measure zero, and Bltl (m+l^i^Ni) contains no HB-
indivisible sets. Further we may assume that there exist at least two Bίtl, BltJ of
positive measure. For simplicity, we denote /3ι f ΐ, Bι,z, Gι f l and γltl by βit Bί} Gi and

γif respectively.

First we shall summarize certain properties of ωBi and ωMi Let ωj° be the har-
monic function on Ωv whose boundary values are 1 on dΩ» Π Gi and 0 on 3ΩV n (W— Gi),
and put ωi=limp^00ω?). Let <wj° be the harmonic function on ΩvnGi whose boundary
values are 1 on 3ΩvΓiGi and 0 on γz, and put <8i=limvwHi°. Then ώi converges to
1 on every sequence of points on which ωt converges to 1 and vice versa. This

follows by the inequality

<w< ̂  o)i ̂  (1—max ω^ώi+max a)t on G^.
rt n

Let ωr™ be the harmonic function on ΩVΠ(W— Gt) whose boundary values are 1
on dΩvΓ\(W—Gi) and 0 on γi9 and put ω'^lim^ώ'™. Similarly, ω( converges to 1
on every sequence of points on which ω* converges to 0 and vice versa. Hence

by the inequalities
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min ®w(r, q)(l-ωi(p))^®w(p, q)^max ®w(r, q)(l-&i(p)) on G,,

min ®w(r, q)a>i(p)^®w(P, tf)^max<Mr, q)(l-ώl(p)) on W-Gif q$ W-Gif

it follows that the image % of Bι is the set of all points on {|z| = l} at which
ωi(π(z)) has the angular limit 1 and g— ̂  is the set of all points on {|2| = 1} at
which (ϋi(π(z)) has the angular limit 0. Consequently, we have

Let π be a projection mapping of the universal covering surface G~ onto G«.
Take GΓas{|z|<l}. Denote by ft the set of all points on {|z| = l} at which ®βi(π(z),q)
has the angular limit 0 and denote by % the set of all points e^eft such that
π(reίθ) tends to βt as r— >1. Then in the same way as above we have that $8* is
the set of all points on {|z|=l} at which ώi(π(z)) has the angular limit 1 and §— %
is the set of all points on {|z| = l} at which &i(π(z)) has the angular limit 0, and
hence that ω^p^ωB^p^ωx^π-^p)), where ω^t(z) is the harmonic measure of ̂
with respect to {|z|<l}.

It is essential in our study that every sequence of points on which ®w(P, q)
(®Gi(P> q)) converges to 0 contains a subsequence on which ωBi (O>B^ converges to
either 1 or 0.

Let c be the union of a finite number of regular analytic closed Jordan curves
in Gi which constitutes the relative boundary of a subregion Gc of Gt which has
at as its ideal boundary component. In the sequel we shall call such a union an
admitted union of curves associated with α^. Denote by βc the part of the ideal
boundary of W belonging to Gc and by Bc the set of all ideal boundary points
belonging to one of the ideal boundary components on βc. Then we have

LEMMA 1. Let ω£° be the harmonic function on Ωv whose boundary values are 1
on dΩvΓ[Gc and 0 on dΩvΓ\(W—Gc), then

Proof. Since B^^BcΏiΛ^ and ωβi=ωAp ωBί=ωBc. On the other hand, ωBc

mv_>ooίo?. Hence we obtain

As a corollary of this lemma, we have the following

LEMMA 2. Every sequence of points on which U)M* (ω^) converges to 1 tends
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to ai (l^i^m).

Proof. Let {pμ}™=ι be a sequence of points such that lim/l_»ooωΛfί(^)=l. Since
^αte^l, liiϊi/l_MX>ω.Bί(/>/«)=l. For an arbitrary positive integer v0, by Lemma 1
^lim^oocw^^, and further

(r) for

where aι lies on βVQtl. Hence

for

This implies that pμ€GVQtl for sufficiently large μ.

In the following sections we shall make free use of the notations introduced
in this section.

3. Next we shall investigate some properties of ψop which is the restriction
of an analytic mapping φ of W into itself to d (L^i^m).

Constant inescu-Cornea [2] showed : Let W\ and Wz be two Riemann surfaces,
and let φ be a non-constant analytic mapping of Wi into W2. For a given non-
negative super harmonic function u on Wi, we denote by Eφu the lower envelope
of the set of non-negative superharmonic functions uf on Wz satisfying u'°φ^u.
If u is a bounded minimal harmonic function on WΊ, then Eφu is a bounded
minimal harmonic function on W2.

By this result we have the following

LEMMA 3. // φ is a non-constant analytic mapping of W into itself ", then for
each o)Bi (l^i^m) there exists a non-constant harmonic function u on W satisfying
u°φ^a)Bi, 0<^<1 and U=ΣJ=I^MJ, where Mι, ,Mr are HB-indivisible sets.

Proof. Since o>jf< is a bounded minimal harmonic function on W [1], EφωM\ is
also a bounded minimal harmonic function on W. Obviously, ωM^(
It follows that EψωMι is not a constant and supE^^j^l. Hence there exists an
#5-indivisible set M3k such that EφωM^=(ί}MJ}c Put w=L.M.H. maxι^^nί {^ωif<}.
Then u=ω^i1MJk=Σrj=ι(t)Mj, where Mι,—,Mr are HB- indivisible sets and UΪίιΛf J t

= UJ=ιMj, r^^i. Since α>F-uJ=ιif>;>0, w is not a constant and 0<#<1. Moreover

. max { ω J ^ L . . . max

This is the desired result.
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By using the Lindelof principle [4] and Lemma 3, we obtain the following
lemma.

LEMMA 4. Let φ be a non-constant analytic mapping of W into itself and let
ψGi denote the restriction of φ to d (l^i^m). Then every point of W is covered
at most finitely often by φa^

Proof. If a point #€ W were covered infinitely often, we could find an infinite
sequence of points pμsGi with φ(pμ)=q. This sequence must tend to βt since φ is
analytic on γϊ.

Suppose that liminfA,_»oo©G ί(/>^r)=0. For simplicity, we denote by {pμ}™=ι a
subsequence such that \imμ^00®Gί(pfl)r)=0. Then linv^o ωBί(pμ) = 1. Hence by
Lemma 3

u(q)=\ιm u°φ(pμ)^lim ωBi(Pμ) = l.
μ— >oo μ— >oo

This contradicts that u is not a constant and 0<u<l.
Suppose that limmffl-,00®ei(PPtr)>Q. By the Lindelof principle

where n(p) denotes the multiplicity of ψai at p. This is a contradiction. Thus we
complete the proof of the lemma.

We shall now prove the following

LEMMA 5. If ψ is a non-constant analytic mapping of W into itself, then for
each i0 (1^/o^w) there exists an admitted union clQ of curves associated with ca0

such that φ(p%^=k c3p where cjQ is an admitted union of curves associated with aJo

(l^JQ^m), and k is a positive integer.

Proof. Let {pμ}™=ι be a sequence of points such that lim^α, ω3f{o(^) = l. Then

lim ωMη °φ(pμ)=\im (EφωMl^oφ(Pμ)^lm ωjf«o(^) = l,
μ^oo Jo μ-+ao μ-*oo

where MJo is an HE- indivisible set. Denote by α/0 the ideal boundary component
of W containing MJo. We take a sufficiently large \> such that Ωv contains φ(γιQ),
and let β V t J o contain ajQ. Since, by Lemma 2, {pμ}™=ι and {φ(pμ)}™=ι tend to aiύ and
ajQ respectively, ^~1(Gυ,j0)nGίo^^. Moreover φ~1(GVtJo)ΓiγZ()=φ. Hence there exists
a component Δ of ψ~l(Gv,3^ whose closure is contained in Gί0. The restriction ψΔ

of φ to Δ is an analytic mapping of Δ into GVtjQ. We shall see that ΨΔ is of type
Bl. Let K be an arbitrary relatively compact subregion on GV,JQ, and let K' be a
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component of ψ7l(K). Assume that K' does not belong to the class SUHB- There
exists a positive harmonic function v on K' vanishing continuously on dK/ and
supκ, v=l. Here we note that the closure of Kf with respect to W is contained in
Δ. Let {qμ}™=ι be a sequence of points in Kr such that lim^oo v(qμ) = 1 and {φ(qμ)}^=\
converges to a point qQeK. Since ωBi^v, by Lemma 3 u(q0)=limμ^00u°φ(qμ)
i^lim^oo v(qμ) = l. This is a contradition. Thus we conclude that φΛ is of type Bl
[9]. Consequently, by Lemma 4, it follows that vφΔ(fi)=vo save for a closed set of

capacity zero, where I>ΨΔ denotes the valence of φΔ and y0 is a positive integer [4].

Then we can take a regular analytic closed Jordan curve cjQ in Gv,Jo separating
aJo from γjQ satisfying: vφj(p) = VQ on cίQ. Each component of φ7l(GCjQ) does not

belong to the class SOHn and its relative boundary is compact. Hence φ71(GCjQ)
must be connected and aio lies on the part of the ideal boundary of W belonging
to φ7\GCjQ). Now we put cίo=φj1(cJo), then cίQ is a desired union of curves as-
sociated with cetQ.

REMARK. In Lemma 3 we saw that for each i0 (l^io^m) there exist HB-
indivisible sets Mi, " ,Mr such that (Σΐ=ι<*>]ifj)oφ=G>Bi Now we can infer that all
MI, - ,Mr are contained in the same BjQJ and hence ωBJo

oφ^o)Bί() In fact, for each
Mj there exists an HE-indivisible set M|° contained in BίQ such that ωM^φ^ωM^.
Let {pμ}™=ι be a sequence of points such that lim^oo ωM^(Pμ} = 1. Then
lim^oo<ϋjf<;o^(ί/<) = l. By Lemma 2 {̂ }̂ Lι and {̂ (̂ )}*=1 tend to αίo and ̂  re-
spectively, where «ί is the ideal boundary component of W containing M,. On the
other hand as we saw in the proof of Lemma 5 φ maps a subregion of G*0 having
cxi0 as its ideal boundary component into GJo. Hence {φ(pμ)}™=ι tends to aJo and
hence (Xi=aJo.

4. The harmonic length, the quantity assigned to cycles which was introduced
by Landau-Osserman [8], is useful in our study.

Let W* be a Riemann surface which does not belong to the class OHB, and
let c be a cycle on W*. We define a quantity

where U denotes the set of all harmonic functions u on W* satisfying
and call hw(c) the harmonic length of c.

In this section we shall be concerned with the harmonic length of γ^ and an
admitted union c% of curves associated with α£ (l^i^ni), and

Γ du , Γ du Ί
\-r-j5, \ -τ-^5
Jr,d« JcίOW

for bounded harmonic functions u on TF. Here γ^ and ^ are oriented positively with
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respect to W—Gi and W—GCί respectively, and d/dn denotes the outer normal
derivative. We shall prove two lemmas.

LEMMA 6. Let c^ be an admitted union of curves associated with a
Then

du 7

for all bounded harmonic functions u on W, and

ds.

Proof. Since the region Gi—GCi belongs to the class SOHB,

3u j^— ds=

for all bounded harmonic functions u on W.
Let u be an arbitrary harmonic function on W satisfying 0<w<l. Since

[8], we have

r du . c du _ ^ f aωίv> , , n\ -7Γ— ds=\ ~^ds^\ * ds for all ι>.
jcion jr,βn Jr t on

Hence it follows that

This implies that

LEMMA 7. // u is a positive harmonic function on W which converges to 0 on
every sequence of points on which ωBi converges to 1, then
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\iΰn

Proof. Let uv be the harmonic function on ΩvnGi whose boundary values are
u on γl and 0 on 3ΩvnGi. Then we can verify that ^^lim^oo^y. On the other
hand, since uv—mmrtu(l—ω^) is positive on ΩvΓ(Gi and vanishes on dΩvΓ\Gif

(* 1 (*

\ —r-^-ds-}-mmu\
Jc on r, J

for all v, where c is a regular analytic closed Jordan curve in d being homologous

to TV Hence we have

, . Λ . Γ 9<Siw)

ds<— mmu lim \ — ~ —
— ^ v_>oo Jc 9^

S 5ft)S. . Γ
• n as—— mm ^ \

c 9w r, Jr,

This is the desired result.

5. Now we turn to the study of global properties of analytic mappings of W
into itself.

We shall first prove the following

LEMMA 8. Let φ be a non-constant analytic mapping of W into itself and let

hw(r^ = ̂ ^\^i^ aι{hw(γiί\> Then ωBjo

oφ(P) = ωBί()(P) for an integer jQ (l^j^m).

Proof. By Lemma 5 there exists an admitted union ctQ of curves associated
with aί() such that φ(cι0)=kcJo, where cJo is an admitted union of curves associated
with ajQ (l^JQ^m). Since hw(cι^hw(φ(CιQy) [8], we have

clQ} ̂  hw(kcJQ) = khw(cJύ)

and hence by Lemma 6

hw(fτ^ = hw(cz0) ̂  khw(cjQ) = khw(rjo) =

On the other hand by Lemmas 6 and 7
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Then it follows that φ(cίo)=cJo and

Hence we obtain

= ( ^Lds-{ ^-JS = 0.
J«Λ 9W Joto 9W

Moreover, since ωBjQ

oφ^ωBί() it follows that ωβjQ°φ—ωBί() is not negative and
converges to 0 on every sequence of points on which ωsiQ converges to 1. Conse-
quently, by Lemma 7, we conclude that ωBjQ°φ=ωBiQ.

This lemma allows us to infer the following

LEMMA 9. If φ is a non-constant analytic mapping of W into itself, then φ is
univalent and W—φ(W) is a closed set of capacity zero.

Proof. First we shall see that φ is of type El. Let K be an arbitrary relatively
compact subregion of W and let K' be a component of φ~\K). Assume that Kf

does not belong to the class SOHB There exists a positive harmonic function v on
Kf vanishing continuously on dKf and satisfying sup#/#=l. By the same argument
as in the proof of Lemma 5, we can find admitted unions clQ and cJo (l^io, j^m)
of curves associated with ai() and aJo respectively satisfying: (1) φ maps GCi() into
GCjQ, (2) KftGcj^Φ, where hwfa0) = minizi*m{hw(ri)}- Since K'nGeio =φ, 1—0

on K' . Hence we have inf^, ̂ o=0. Let {qμ}™=ι be a sequence
of points in Kr such that Iim/l_>0oω5ίo(^)=0 and the sequence {φ(qμ)}™=ι converges
to a point qQ€K. By Lemma 8

This is a contradiction, whence follows that ψ is of type 5/.
Using the Lindelδf principle and Lemma 8 we can prove, in the same way as

in the proof of Lemma 4, that every point of W is covered at most finitely often
by φ.

Hence it follows that vφ(p)=vo save for a closed set of capacity zero, where uψ

denotes the valence of φ and y0 is a positive integer.
Now we shall see that ι>0=l. Let hw(γ%d=mmi£i&m{hw(γi)} and let cio and CJQ

be admitted unions of curves associated with ai() and ajQ respectively obtained in
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Lemma 5, so that, the restriction of φ to GCi() is an analytic mapping of GCi& into
GCjQ of type BL Let Δ be an arbitrary component of φ~1(GCjQ)) then the restriction
ψΔ of ψ to Δ is an analytic mapping of Δ into GCjQ of type Bl and uφ^v0. Hence
it follows that Δ contains n'Jo (^njQ) ffiMndivisible sets on its ideal boundary [3].
By the same reasoning each component of φ~l(Gi} (l^i^m, i^jo) contains n( (^nt)
/iffi-indivisible sets on its ideal boundary. Moreover the sets ψ~l(GCj^ and φ~1(Gi)
(l^i^m, i*?jo) are mutually disjoint. This implies that W contains at least
Σ?=ι^«ί (^Σ?=ιWΐ=w) HB- indivisible sets on its ideal boundary, where ίJo and l%

are the numbers of the components of φ~1(GCjQ) and ψ~\G^ respectively. Hence
each k (l^i^m) must be equal to 1, whence φ~l(GCj^=GCi^ Consequently we
obtain φ(ctf)=ι>0Cj0. By the inequality

we obtain v0=l. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Finally we shall prove two theorems which lead us to our main result.

THEOREM 1. The number of conformal automorphisms of W onto itself is

Proof. Assume that there exist infinitely many distinct conformal auto-
morphisms of W onto itself, {c0CAO}fcU. Let hw(fτ^~ min^^m {hw(τύ} By Lemma 8
we may assume that

(t)BJo

oφa^ = (t)Bi() for all k.

Put φ<ik') = φ(ll°φ( k\ where ψ(l\ denotes the inverse mapping of ^(1), then

ωBi0°ψ™ = a)BiQ for all k.

Since {0CΛ)}?=ι are also infinitely many distinct conformal automorphisms of W onto
inself, there exists an integer k such that ^^(r^^o^ M Let {pμ}™=ι be a
sequence of points such that lϊmμ^00ωBίQ(pμ) = l, then lim/ l_»00ωJB ίo

o^cfc)(Λ) = l and
hence {pμ}"=ι and (ψa^(pμ)}™=ι tend to aίQ by Lemma 2. This implies that either
0<*>(Gi0)¥Gi0 or Gt^φ<*>(GiJ. If Gίo?^cfc>(Gίo), ψ™(GίQ)^Gio. Consequently there
exists a conformal automorphism φ of W onto itself having the following properties:
(i) ωBio°φ=Q>BiQ, (ϋ) φ(Gίo)^=Gίo and (iii) if \imμ-,00ωBί()(Pμ) = l, then {φn(pμ)}^ι tends
to aί0 for all n (this is a consequence of (i)). Here φn denotes the n-th iterate of
φ. By the properties (ii) and (iii), {^w(G;0)feι is a defining sequence of o^0. We
note that {φn(γτ0)}n=ι tends to the ideal boundary of W. Since the region Gίo—φn(Gio)
belongs to the class SOHB,

Bί(.^ max ωBί on Gίo— y>n(Gίo) for all
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On the other hand by the property (i)

max άΛBίo=max o)siQ.

Hence we have

whence follows

O)BI =max O)BΪ Oft GiQ

This is a contradiction.

THEOREM 2. If φ is a non-constant analytic mapping of W into itself, then φ
is a conformal automorphism of W onto itself having a finite period.

Ptoof. Assume that the set W— φ(W) is not empty. By Lemma 9 φ is
univalent and W—φ(W) is a closed set of capacity zero. Hence there exists a
Riemann surface W\ such that PFiipPF, and φ is extended to an analytic mapping
φtu of Wi into itself which maps W±, Wi—W topologically onto W, W— φ(W) re-
spectively. Again, since ^(1) is univalent and Wι~W=Wι—φw(Wι) is a non-empty
closed set of capacity zero, there exists a Riemann surface W2 such that Wz1jLWi,
and <pcl) is extended to an analytic mapping ^(2) of W2 into itself which maps
W2, W2—Wι topologically onto Wi, Wi—W respectively. Repeating this argument
we obtain a sequence {JFiJJLi of Riemann surfaces and a sequence {φ<k>}%Lι of
analytic mappings satisfying: (i) Wk-i^ Wk for all k, (ii) φ™ is an analytic mapping
of Wk into itself which maps Wk,Wk—Wk-ι topologically onto Wk-ι, Wk-ι—Wk-2

respectively, where ]F0=TF. We put W*=\J%ssιWk, and φ*(p) = φ(p) for p^W,
=φ< *»(p) for psWk—Wk-\. Then ^* is a conformal automorphism of TF* onto itself
and [φ$} are distinct, where φ$ denotes the n-th iterate of φ*. On the other hand,
since W*— W is a closed set of capacity zero, every bounded minimal harmonic
function on W is extended to a bounded minimal harmonic function on PF*.
Conversely, the restriction of a bounded minimal harmonic function on "PF* to W
is a bounded minimal harmonic function on W. Further, let Gf be the component
of TF*—Ωi containing Gίf and let B* be the set of all ideal boundary points of W*
which belong to one oί the ideal boundary components on the part of the ideal
boundary of TF* belonging to Gf. Then we can verify that Bi is of positive
measure if and only if B* is of positive measure, and that the harmonic measure
of B* is equal to the extension of the harmonic measure of Bi. Hence it follows
that IF* is also an admitted surface. This contradicts Theorem 1, Consequently φ
must be a conformal automorphism of W onto itself. Moreover, by Theorem 1 φ
has a finite period.

Summing up these two theorems we have our main result.
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